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Quantitative Characterization of Semantic Gaps for Learning Complexity Estimation and Inference Model Selection Jianping Fan, Xiaofei He, Senior Member, IEEE, Ning Zhou, Jinye Peng, and Ramesh Jain



Abstract—In this paper, a novel data-driven algorithm is developed for achieving quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space, where the visual feature space is the common space for concept classifier training and automatic concept detection. By supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps, more effective inference models can automatically be selected for concept classifier training by: 1) identifying the image concepts with small semantic gaps (i.e., the isolated image concepts with high inner-concept visual consistency) and training their one-against-all SVM concept classifiers independently; 2) determining the image concepts with large semantic gaps (i.e., the visually-related image concepts with low inner-concept visual consistency) and training their inter-related SVM concept classifiers jointly; and 3) using more image instances to achieve more reliable training of the concept classifiers for the image concepts with large semantic gaps. Our experimental results on NUS-WIDE [18] and ImageNet [11] image sets have obtained very promising results. Index Terms—Concept classifier training, inference model selection, inner-concept visual homogeneity score, inter-concept discrimination complexity score, learning complexity estimation, quantitative characterization of semantic gaps.



I. INTRODUCTION



W



ITH the exponential growth of digital images, there is an urgent need to achieve automatic concept detection for supporting concept-based (keyword-based) image retrieval [28]. Unfortunately, there is a fundamental barrier of semantic gaps when low-level visual features are used to represent
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high-level image concepts, e.g., the semantic gap can be defined as the difference on the expression power between the low-level visual features (i.e., computational representations of the visual content of the images from computers) and the high-level image concepts (i.e., semantic interpretations of the visual content of the images from human beings) [1], [13], [14], [20]–[26], [28], [30]–[35]. To bridge the semantic gaps, machine learning tools are usually used to learn the concept classifiers from large amounts of labeled training images (i.e., learning the mapping functions between the low-level visual features and the high-level image concepts) [28]. However, it is not a trivial task because the learning complexities for concept classifier training could vary with the image concepts significantly, e.g., some image concepts may have lower learning complexities for concept classifier training because their semantic gaps are smaller, on the other hand, some image concepts may have higher learning complexities for concept classifier training because their semantic gaps are larger. To achieve more effective concept classifier training, it is very important to support quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps. It is worth noting that both concept classifier training and automatic concept detection are performed in the visual feature space rather than in the label space, thus it is very attractive to develop new algorithms that can support quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space, so that we can automatically estimate the learning complexities and select more effective inference models for concept classifier training. For a given image concept with small semantic gap, there may exist a unique mapping function (concept classifier) between its feature-based visual representation and its semantic interpretation, e.g., the concept classifier for the given image concept is isolated from the concept classifiers for other image concepts in the visual feature space, which may further result in high discrimination power on concept detection. For a given image concept with large semantic gap, its concept classifier is not unique and may overlap with the concept classifiers for other image concepts in the visual feature space, which may further result in low discrimination power on concept detection. Thus the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps can also be treated as an effective measurement of the learning complexities for concept classifier training. When the image concepts are visually-related, their relevant images may share some common or similar visual properties (i.e., huge inter-concept visual similarity) and it could be difficult for machine learning tools to obtain unique concept classifiers for distinguishing such visually-related image concepts
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precisely, e.g., the visually-related image concepts may not be visually separable because huge inter-concept visual similarity may cause significant overlapping among their concept classifiers and result in low discrimination power on concept detection [10], [15]–[17]. Thus the image concepts, which are visually-related with many other image concepts, will have larger semantic gaps and their learning complexities for concept classifier training will be higher. When the image concepts have huge inner-concept visual diversity among their relevant images (i.e., low inner-concept visual consistency), it could be very difficult for machine learning tools to use some simple models to approximate their diverse visual properties effectively, on the other hand, using some complex models to approximate their diverse visual properties completely may cause significant overlapping between their concept classifiers and the concept classifiers for other image concepts, which may further result in low discrimination power on concept detection. Thus the image concepts, which have huge innerconcept visual diversity (i.e., low inner-concept visual consistency), will have larger semantic gaps and their learning complexities for concept classifier training will be higher. Based on these observations, an inner-concept visual homogeneity score is defined for characterizing the inner-concept visual consistency among the relevant images for the same image concept, and an inter-concept discrimination complexity score is defined for characterizing the inter-concept visual correlations among the relevant images for multiple visually-related image concepts. By simultaneously considering both the innerconcept visual homogeneity scores and the inter-concept discrimination complexity scores, a novel data-driven approach is developed for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work briefly; Section III presents our work on feature extraction and image similarity characterization; Section IV defines the inter-concept discrimination complexity score, where a visual concept network is constructed for characterizing the inter-concept visual similarity contexts explicitly and providing a good environment to determine the visually-related image concepts automatically; Section V defines the inner-concept visual homogeneity score; Section VI introduces two alternative approaches for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space; Section VII presents our structural learning algorithm for concept classifier training by leveraging both the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps and the visual concept network for automatic inference model selection; Section VIII describes our work on algorithm evaluation on two well-known image sets. We conclude this paper in Section IX. II. RELATED WORK The semantic gaps between the low-level visual features and the high-level image concepts have become fundamental barriers for supporting keyword-based (concept-based) image retrieval [28]. It is worth noting that the semantic gaps are actually not uniform, e.g., the semantic gaps may vary with the image concepts significantly. In the last decades, many machine learning approaches have been developed to bridge the semantic
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gaps by training more reliable concept classifiers (e.g., the mapping functions between the low-level visual features and the high-level image concepts) [22]–[26], [30]–[35], but no existing research focuses on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. There are some existing researches on leveraging various information sources to bridge the semantic gap [22]–[26], [30]–[35], and Enser et al. have provided a comprehensive survey of the semantic gap in image retrieval [30]. Zhao et al. have integrated latent semantic indexing (LSI) to negotiate the semantic gap in multimedia web document retrieval [25]. Hare et al. have developed both bottom-up and top-down approaches to bridge the semantic gap for the purpose of multimedia information retrieval [23]. Ma et al. have developed a two-level data fusion framework to bridge the semantic gap between the visual content of social images and their tags [24]. Wang et al. have developed an effective distance metric learning approach to reduce the semantic gap in web image retrieval and annotation [31]. Fan et al. [26] have developed a hierarchical approach to bridge the semantic gap more effectively by partitioning the large semantic gaps into four small and bridgeable gaps. Snoek et al. have presented a semantic pathfinder architecture to bridge the semantic gap for generic indexing of multimedia archives [32]. Santini et al. have integrated human-system interactions to bridge the semantic gaps and deal with emergent semantics interactively [33]. Rasiwasia et al. have combined query-by-visual-example with semantic retrieval to bridge the semantic gap [34]. Natsev et al. have constructed a model vector to bridge the semantic gap by supporting compact semantic representation of the visual content of the images [35]. Recently, Lu et al. have developed an interesting approach for determining the high-level image concepts with small semantic gaps [13], [20]. According to our best knowledge, it is a pioneering attempt for determining the high-level image concepts with small semantic gaps by assessing the consistency between the visual similarity contexts among the images and the semantic similarity contexts among their associated text terms. However, good consistency between the visual similarity contexts and the semantic similarity contexts may not always correspond to small semantic gaps, and many auxiliary text terms for the images are weakly-related or even irrelevant with their semantics because of huge tag uncertainty (spam tags, ambiguous tags, loose tags, abstract tags, etc.) [27]. Hauptmann et al. have also pointed out what kind of high-level video concepts are most important for supporting semantic video retrieval [14], [21], they have also examined how many high-level video concepts are needed and what kind of high-level video concepts should be selected for supporting semantic video retrieval. Deselaers et al. [19] have done a pioneering research on evaluating the relationship between the semantic similarity among the labels and the visual similarity among the relevant images in ImageNet [11] image set. Because the inner-concept visual diversity may change with the depth in a concept hierarchy, concept ontology may provide a good environment for identifying the image concepts with smaller semantic gaps. The concept ontology may provide a hierarchical approach for determining the image concepts with smaller semantic gaps, e.g., the image concepts at the leaf
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nodes may have smaller semantic gaps because they may have strong limitation on their semantic senses and their relevant images may have good inner-concept visual consistency. Some pioneering work have been done recently by incorporating the concept ontology for organizing large-scale image/video collections according to their inter-concept semantic contexts [1], [11], [12]. Schreiber et al. and Fan et al. have integrated the concept ontology for achieving hierarchical image annotation [10], [26], [29]. It is worth noting that having good inner-concept visual consistency is just one criterion for semantic gap modeling and there is another important criterion for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps: the visually-related image concepts, which their relevant images share some common or similar visual properties, may have large semantic gaps because they may not be visually separable and their concept classifiers may have significant overlapping in the visual feature space. For examples, even the relevant images for the object classes “sea water” and “blue sky” may have good inner-concept visual consistency, the object class “sea water” may be detected as “blue sky” because they share some common or similar visual properties and their concept classifiers may have significant overlapping in the visual feature space. Based on these observations, both the inner-concept visual consistency (i.e., inner-concept visual homogeneity scores) and the inter-concept visual correlations (i.e., inter-concept discrimination complexity scores) should simultaneously be considered for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. Some pioneering researches have been done recently by using Flickr distance and KL divergence to measure the inter-concept visual correlations directly in the visual feature space [2], [10]. Unfortunately, the image distributions are very sparse and heterogeneous in the high-dimensional visual feature space, thus the KL divergence between the sparse image distributions cannot characterize their inter-concept visual similarity contexts accurately. To avoid this problem, visual clustering and latent semantic analysis have been used to generate visual ontology for automatic object categorization [3]–[8]. Recently, both the visual similarity contexts and the semantic similarity contexts are integrated for concept ontology construction [9], [10]. Multi-task learning and structural learning are two potential solutions for addressing the issue of huge inter-concept visual similarity by modeling the inter-concept correlations explicitly and training multiple inter-related classifiers jointly [10], [15]–[17]. One open problem for multi-task learning and structural learning is that they have not provided good solutions for determining the inter-related learning tasks directly in the visual feature space [26]. Torralba et al. have proposed a multi-task boosting algorithm by leveraging the inter-task correlations for concept detection [15], where the inter-task correlations are simply characterized by various combinations of the image concepts. Simply using concept combinations for inter-task relatedness modeling may seriously suffer from the problem of huge computational complexity: there are potential combinations for image concepts. In addition, not all the image concepts are visually-related and combining the
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TABLE I 81 IMAGE CONCEPTS IN NUS-WIDE [18] FOR ALGORITHM EVALUATION



visually-irrelevant image concepts for joint classifier training may decrease the performance rather than improvement [10]. III. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND IMAGE SIMILARITY CHARACTERIZATION A large number of image concepts and their relevant images are used to assess the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps. These image concepts and their relevant images are collected from two well-known image sets: NUS-WIDE [18] and ImageNet [11]. In this paper, we focus on assessing the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on two types of image concepts: 1) scene-based and event-based image concepts (image semantics are interpreted by the visual content of entire images); and 2) object-based image concepts (image semantics are interpreted by the visual content of object regions or object bounding boxes). NUS-WIDE image set [18] has collected large amounts of Internet images for 81 image concepts: 1) scene-based and eventbased image concepts (scene categories); and 2) object-based image concepts (object classes). The object bounding boxes are identified for the object-based image concepts (object classes). For the NUS-WIDE image set, all these 81 image concepts are illustrated in Table I and they are used for assessing the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps. ImageNet image set [11] has collected more than 9 353 897 Internet images and it contains more than 14 791 image concepts at different semantic levels. In this paper, only 1000 image concepts (1000 most popular real-world object classes and scene categories), which contain large amounts of relevant images, are selected for assessing the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. For the ImageNet image set [11], parts of these 1000 most popular image concepts (real-world object classes and scene categories) are given in Table II. For the scene-based and event-based image concepts (scene and event categories), each image is treated as one single
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TABLE II PART OF 1000 IMAGE CONCEPTS IN IMAGENET [11] FOR ALGORITHM EVALUATION



image instance and feature extraction is done by partitioning each image (image instance) into a set of 8 8 image patches. For each 8 8 image patch, the following visual features are extracted: 1) top 3 dominant colors; 2) 12-bin color histogram; 3) 9-dimensional Tamura texture features; and 4) SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) features. For each 8 8 image patch, its best-matching “visual word” is found from a pre-trained codebook with 512 visual words (codewords), and a 512-bin codeword histogram (histogram of 512 visual words) is extracted and used to represent the principal visual properties of the given image instance. For the object-based image concepts (object classes), both NUS-WIDE [18] and ImageNet [11] have provided the object bounding boxes, which are used to indicate the appearances of the object classes and their locations in the images. We treat each object bounding box as one single image instance and feature extraction is done by partitioning each object bounding box (image instance) into a set of 8 8 image patches. For each 8 8 image patch, the following visual features are extracted: 1) top 3 dominant colors; 2) 12-bin color histogram; 3) 9-dimensional Tamura texture features; and 4) SIFT (scale invariant feature transform) features. For each 8 8 image patch in a given image instance (object bounding box), its best-matching “visual word” is found from a pre-trained codebook with 512 visual words (codewords), and a 512-bin codeword histogram (histogram of 512 visual words) is extracted and used to represent the principal visual properties of the given image instance. A kernel function is defined for measuring the visual similarity context between two image instances and according to their 512-bin codeword histograms and : (1) where distances. The is defined as



is the set of the mean values of the distance between and (2)



where and are the th bin of the codeword histograms and for two image instances and . IV. INTER-CONCEPT DISCRIMINATION COMPLEXITY SCORE A visual concept network is constructed for organizing a large number of image concepts according to their inter-concept visual correlations. The visual concept network consists of two key components: 1) image concepts (i.e., object classes and scene categories); and 2) inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts between their relevant image instances.



For two given image concepts and cumulative visual similarity context



, their inter-concept is defined as (3)



and are the total numbers of image instances for where the image concepts and , is the visual similarity context between two image instances and as defined in (1). Two image concepts and are linked together on the visual concept network when their inter-concept cumulative visual similarity context is above a given threshold or . The visual concept networks for NUS-WIDE [18] (e.g., it consists of 81 image concepts) and ImageNet [11] (e.g., 1000 most popular image concepts are selected) are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, where the visually-related image concepts (which have larger values of the inter-concept visual similarity contexts ) are linked together. Some examples for the visually-related image concepts, which have larger values of the inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts ), are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the geometric closeness among the image concepts is inverse with the scales (numerical values) of their inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts : 1) the visually-related image concepts are linked together and the visually-irrelevant image concepts are not linked at all; 2) the image concepts, which are closer on the visual concept network, have larger values of their inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts ; on the other hand, the image concepts, which are far-away on the visual concept network, have smaller values of their inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts . Thus supporting graphical representation and visualization of the visual concept network can reveal a great deal about the visual correlations among the image concepts. The visual concept network can provide multiple advantages: 1) It can interpret the inter-concept visual correlations explicitly as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 2) It can provide a good environment for determining the visually-related image concepts directly in the visual feature space as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 3) It can provide a good environment to select more effective inference models for concept classifier training, e.g., integrating the image instances for multiple visually-related image concepts to learn their inter-related SVM concept classifiers jointly and training the one-against-all SVM concept classifiers independently for the isolated image concepts. For two given image concepts and , if they have large value of their inter-concept cumulative visual similarity context , their image instances will share some common or similar visual properties and there may exist significant over-
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Fig. 1. Visual concept network for NUS-WIDE image set [18].



lapping among their concept classifiers in the visual feature space. Thus it could be hard for machine learning tools to obtain unique concept classifiers for discriminating such visually-related image concepts effectively in the visual feature space, e.g., the visually-related image concepts may not be visually separable because their relevant images and concept classifiers may have significant overlapping in the visual feature space. Therefore, th image concepts, which have large values of the interconcept cumulative visual similarity contexts with many other image concepts on the visual concept network, may have large semantic gaps. On the other hand, the image concepts, which have small values or even zero values of the inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts with other image concepts on the visual concept network (i.e., they are isolated from other image concepts in the visual feature space), may have small semantic gaps. Thus it is easy for machine learning tools to train unique concept classifiers for discriminating the isolated image concepts (with smaller semantic gaps) from other image concepts effectively. For a given image concept , two criteria can be used to quantify its inter-concept discrimination complexity score effectively: 1) the number of its visually-related image concepts on the visual concept network (some examples for the visually-related image concepts are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4); 2) the strengths (numerical values) of the inter-concept cumulative visual similarity contexts ) for the visually-related image concepts, e.g., if two image concepts have large value of their inter-concept visual similarity context , they may not be visually separable and they may have large semantic gaps.



For a given image concept , its inter-concept discrimination complexity score is defined as the cumulative interconcept visual similarity contexts: (4) where is a set of image concepts that are visually related with the given image concept and are linked with on the visual concept network, is the strength (numerical value) of the inter-concept visual similarity context between the image concepts and . If a given image concept has large value of the inter-concept discrimination complexity score , it may have large semantic gap and high learning complexity for concept classifier training because the given image concept may not be visually separable from other image concepts on the visual concept network. On the other hand, if a given image concept has small value of the inter-concept discrimination complexity score , the given image concept may have small semantic gap and low learning complexity for concept classifier training because the given image concept is visually isolated from other image concepts on the visual concept network. Thus the inter-concept discrimination complexity score can be used as one important factor for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. V. INNER-CONCEPT VISUAL HOMOGENEITY SCORE For a given image concept on the visual concept network, its inner-concept visual homogeneity score is defined as
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Fig. 2. Visual network with 1000 image concepts for ImageNet image set [11].



Fig. 3. Some visually-related image concepts in NUS-WIDE image set [18].



the cumulative visual similarity contexts among all its image instances: (5) where is the total number of the images instances for the given image concept , is the kernel-based similarity context between two image instances and as defined in (1). If a given image concept has small value of the inner-concept visual homogeneity score , its image instances should have huge diversity on their visual properties (i.e., low inner-concept visual consistency), thus it is very hard for machine learning tools to use some simple models to approximate its diverse visual properties completely. When some complex models are used to approximate the diverse visual properties completely for the given image concept, there may not exist a unique concept classifier with high discrimination power. On the other hand, if a given image concept has large value of the inner-concept visual homogeneity score , its image instances should have small diversity on their visual properties (i.e., high inner-concept visual consistency). As a result, it is much easier for machine learning tools to use some simple models to approximate



its homogeneous visual properties completely and there may exist a unique concept classifier with high discrimination power. Based on these observations, the inner-concept visual homogeneity score can be treated as another important factor for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. VI. QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMANTIC GAPS For a given image concept on the visual concept network, its semantic gap depends on two important factors: 1) its inner-concept visual homogeneity score which is used to characterize the inner-concept visual homogeneity or inner-concept visual consistency among its relevant image instances, e.g., can be used to assess whether there exists a unique concept classifier in the visual feature space for the given image concept ; 2) its inter-concept discrimination complexity score which is used to characterize its cumulative visual correlations with other image concepts on the visual concept network, e.g., can be used to assess whether the given image concept is visually separable from other image concepts in the visual feature space. It is worth noting that these two important factors are inter-related, e.g., for a given image concept , if it
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Fig. 4. Some visually-related image concepts in ImageNet image set [11].



has small value of the inner-concept visual homogeneity score (i.e., it has huge inner-concept visual diversity), it may have more opportunity to overlap with other image concepts in the visual feature space or share some similar visual properties with other image concepts (i.e., it may have large value for the inter-concept discrimination complexity score ). If the given image concept has large semantic gap, it may have large value for the inter-concept discrimination complexity score while having small value for the inner-concept visual homogeneity score (i.e., has many visually-related image concepts on the visual concept network while its inner-concept visual consistency is low). On the other hand, if the given image concept has small semantic gap, it may have small value for the inter-concept discrimination complexity score while having large value of the inner-concept visual homogeneity score (i.e., has high inner-concept visual consistency while it is visually isolated from other image concepts on the visual concept network). Based on these observations, the semantic gap for the given image concept can be defined as (6) where is a constant to avoid the problem of overflow, is the inner-concept visual homogeneity score for the given image concept , is the inter-concept discrimination complexity score for the given image concept . By simultaneously considering both the inner-concept visual homogeneity score and the inter-concept discrimination complexity score, the scale of the semantic gap can be used to predict whether the given image concept is visually separable from other image concepts in the visual feature space or whether there exists a unique concept classifier for the given image concept in the visual feature space, e.g., can be used to estimate its learning complexity for concept classifier training. For the given image concept on the visual concept network, the success for concept classifier training (i.e., whether its concept classifier can achieve high accuracy rate for auto-



matic concept detection on test images) largely depends on the scale of its semantic gap . It is worth noting that: 1) our algorithm for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps is data-driven because both the inner-concept visual homogeneity score and the inter-concept discrimination complexity score are directly derived from the relevant image instances; 2) our data-driven algorithm can achieve quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space, and the visual feature space is the common space for concept classifier training and automatic concept detection. To assess the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps, it is very important to compare its effectiveness with other alternative approaches. Some pioneering researches have been done recently for calculating the inner-concept visual homogeneity and the inter-concept visual correlation by using the average distances [19]. Unfortunately, there is no existing approach for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space (i.e., calculating the numerical values (scales) of the semantic gaps rather than simply guessing whether the image concepts have larger semantic gaps or not). Based on these observations, an alternative approach is developed for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space, and it is treated as an alternative approach for effectiveness comparison in this paper. For a given image concept , its inner-concept cumulative visual variance is defined as (7) where is the inner-concept visual homogeneity score for the given image concept as defined in (5). From this definition, one can observe that small inner-concept cumulative visual variance corresponds to large inner-concept visual homogeneity score, on the other hand, large inner-concept cumulative visual variance corresponds to small inner-concept visual homogeneity score.
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If the given image concept has large semantic gap, it should have large values for both the inter-concept discrimination complexity score and the inner-concept cumulative visual variance . On the other hand, if the given image concept has small semantic gap, it should have small values for both the inter-concept discrimination complexity score and the inner-concept cumulative visual variance . Based on these observations, the semantic gap for the given image concept can alternatively be defined as (8) where is a weighting factor, is the inner-concept cumulative visual variance, is the inter-concept discrimination complexity score for the given image concept . The goals for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space are to: 1) provide a theoretical approach to estimate the learning complexity for concept classifier training; 2) provide a good environment to select effective inference models for concept classifier training which will further result in high accuracy rates on concept detection. It is worth noting that both concept classifier training and automatic concept detection are performed in the visual feature space rather than in the label space. Thus supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space plays an important role in achieving more effective concept classifier training by selecting more suitable inference models automatically. VII. AUTOMATIC INFERENCE MODEL SELECTION FOR CONCEPT CLASSIFIER TRAINING Supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps can allow us to estimate the learning complexity for each image concept directly in the visual feature space. With the knowledge of the learning complexity for each image concept [i.e., numerical value (scale) of the semantic gap for each image concept], more effective inference models can be selected for concept classifier training by: 1) identifying the image concepts with small semantic gaps (i.e., the isolated image concepts with good inner-concept visual consistency) and training their one-against-all SVM concept classifiers independently; 2) determining the image concepts with large semantic gaps (i.e., the visually-related image concepts with low inner-concept visual consistency) and integrating their image instances to train their inter-related SVM concept classifiers jointly; and 3) using more image instances to achieve more reliable training of the concept classifiers for the image concepts with large semantic gaps. To bridge the semantic gaps, a structural learning algorithm is developed for concept classifier training, where both the scales of the semantic gaps and the visual concept network are used to determine the inter-related learning tasks directly in the visual feature space and select more effective inference models for concept classifier training. As compared with traditional structural SVM algorithm [17], our structural learning algorithm leverages the inter-concept visual correlations for training multiple inter-related concept classifiers jointly rather than simply performing structural output regression in the label



space. As compared with traditional multi-task boosting algorithm [15], our structural learning algorithm leverages both the visual concept network and the scales of the semantic gaps for inter-task relatedness modeling and automatic inference model selection rather than simply performing concept combinations. For a given image concept on the visual concept network, its SVM classifier is defined as



(9) where is used to represent a set of image concepts that are visually-related with the given image concept (they are linked with the given image concept on the visual concept network), is a self-regularization term that is used to represent the contribution of the ’s image instances on the ’s SVM classifier , is the inter-concept regularization term that is used to represent the contribution of the ’s image instances on the ’s SVM classifier , is the weight factor to interpret how much the ’s image instances can contribute on the ’s SVM classifier , and are the mapping functions from the visual feature vector to some other Euclidean space . If the given image concept is visually-related with the image concept (i.e., is linked with on the visual concept network), . If the given image concept is visually-irrelevant with the image concept (i.e., is not linked with on the visual concept network), . By integrating both the visual concept network and the scales of the semantic gaps for automatic inference model selection, our structural learning algorithm can achieve more effective classifier training by minimizing a joint objective function :



(10) where is the size of , and are the error rates, and are the weighting factors for controlling the error penalty, and are the total number of image instances for the image concepts and , is the weighting factor that is used to control the contributions of the ’s image instances on the ’s concept classifier . By integrating the image instances for multiple visually-related image concepts to solve the joint objective function as defined in (10), the SVM classifier for the given image concept can be determined as



(11) where and instances,



are two different sets of the weights for the image is the semantic kernel for characterizing the
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TABLE III IMAGE CONCEPTS WITH SMALL SEMANTIC GAPS IN NUS-WIDE IMAGE SET [18]



TABLE IV IMAGE CONCEPTS WITH LARGE SEMANTIC GAPS IN NUS-WIDE IMAGE SET [18]



Fig. 5. Consistency between the numerical values (scales) of semantic gaps detection in NUS-WIDE image set.



for learning complexity estimation and the accuracy rates for automatic concept



semantic similarity context between the image concepts and , is the visual kernel for characterizing the visual similarity context between the image instances as defined in (1). Our structural learning algorithm can significantly enhance the discrimination power of the concept classifiers by: 1) training the one-against-all SVM classifiers independently for the image concepts with small semantic gaps (i.e., the isolated image concepts with good inner-concept visual consistency) by automatically setting in (9); 2) training the inter-related SVM classifiers jointly for multiple visually-related image concepts with large semantic gaps (i.e., multiple visually-related image concepts with low inner-concept visual consistency) by automatically setting in (9); 3) learning from the image instances for other visually-related image concepts to enhance the generalization ability of the concept classifiers on test images, which may somewhat reduce the required sizes of the image instances for achieving reliable training of the concept classifiers for the image concepts with large semantic gaps.



A. Experimental Results for NUS-WIDE Image Set



VIII. ALGORITHM EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Our experiments on algorithm evaluation are performed on two well-known image sets: NUS-WIDE [18] and ImageNet [11]. For a given image concept, our algorithm first calculates the scale (numerical value) of its semantic gap by using two alternative approaches as defined in (6) and (8). The image concepts with small semantic gaps and the image concepts with large semantic gaps are then identified automatically according to the scales of their semantic gaps . The learning complexities for concept classifier training are high for the image concepts with large semantic gaps, on the other hand, the learning complexities for concept classifier training are low for the image concepts with small semantic gaps.



As mentioned above, a data-driven algorithm is developed for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space, e.g., calculating the numerical values (scales) of the semantic gaps for the image concepts. Thus our data-driven algorithm can automatically identify both the image concepts with small semantic gaps and the image concepts with large semantic gaps, and some experimental results are given in Tables III and IV for NUS-WIDE image set [18]. After the concept classifiers are obtained for all these 81 image concepts in NUS-WIDE image set, they are further used for detecting the image concepts from test images. Ideally, if an image concept has large semantic gap, its learning complexity for concept classifier training is high. As a result, the accuracy rates for detecting the image concepts with large semantic gaps may be low when the same sizes of image instances are used for concept classifier training. Thus there is a good consistency between the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps, the strengths of the learning complexities for concept classifier training, and the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers on automatic concept detection. As shown in Table V and Fig. 5, our experiments have obtained good evidences for this consistency (e.g., good consistency between the scales of the semantic gaps and the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers on automatic concept detection). For the image concept “Map” in NUS-WIDE [18], a small semantic gap is obtained but the detection accuracy rate is very low rather than high. The reason for this phenomenon is that NUS-WIDE image set contains a small number of the relevant images for the image concept “Map”, which cannot sufficiently characterize both the inner-concept visual diversity for the image concept “Map” and its inter-concept visual correlations with other image concepts.
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TABLE V FOR LEARNING CONSISTENCY BETWEEN THE NUMERICAL VALUES (SCALES) OF SEMANTIC GAPS COMPLEXITY ESTIMATION AND THE ACCURACY RATES FOR AUTOMATIC CONCEPT DETECTION



TABLE VI COMPARISON ON IMAGE CONCEPTS WITH SMALL SEMANTIC GAPS



We have also compared our algorithm for quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps with the approach developed by Lu et al. [13], [20]. Because Lu’s approach focuses on determining the image concepts with smaller or larger semantic gaps rather than calculating the numerical values of their semantic gaps, we just provide our experimental results according to the results presented in Lu’s papers [13], [20]. As shown in Table VI, our data-driven algorithm has obtained very competitive results, where the image concepts with high confidence scores (small semantic gaps as defined by Lu’s method) are selected from Fig. 5 in Lu’s paper [13] and our algorithm is used to calculate the numerical values of their semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. One can observe that good consistency between the semantic similarity contexts among the associated text terms and the visual similarity contexts among the relevant images (high confidence scores) does not always correspond to small semantic gaps (small numerical values for the semantic gaps in the visual feature space). For some image concepts, our data-driven algorithm has obtained much better results than Lu’s approach because the associated text terms may consist of rich word vocabulary rather than only the auxiliary text terms for image semantics description. When all these auxiliary text terms are loosely used for characterizing the semantics of the social images, it is very hard if not impossible to obtain se-



mantic consistency among the auxiliary text terms. For some image concepts, our data-driven algorithm has obtained similar results with Lu approach because the auxiliary text terms have good semantic consistency. To assess the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps, we have compared the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps which are calculated by using two alternative approaches. As shown in Fig. 6, one can observe that two alternative approaches have obtained good consistency on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps, e.g., for any two image concepts, the image concept with larger semantic gap will always have larger semantic gap under two alternative approaches, on the other hand, the image concept with smaller semantic gap will still have smaller semantic gap under two alternative approaches. Thus our experimental results have demonstrated good evidences and rigorous justifications of the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithms on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space. B. Experimental Results for ImageNet Image Set For the ImageNet [11] image set, its visual concept network is shown in Fig. 2 and some examples for the inter-related image
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Fig. 6. Comparison between two alternative approaches for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps (i.e., numerical values of the semantic ). gaps



TABLE VII IMAGE CONCEPTS WITH SMALL SEMANTIC GAPS FOR IMAGENET IMAGE SET [11]



TABLE VIII IMAGE CONCEPTS WITH LARGE SEMANTIC GAPS FOR IMAGENET IMAGE SET [11]



concepts are shown in Fig. 4. The image concepts with small semantic gaps and the image concepts with large semantic gaps are identified automatically according to the scales (numerical values) of their semantic gaps , and some experimental results are shown in Tables VII and VIII. After the concept classifiers are obtained for all these 1000 image concepts in ImageNet [11] image set, they are further used for detecting the image concepts from test images. When the same sized of image instances are used for concept classifier training, the accuracy rates for detecting the image concepts with large semantic gaps may be low. Thus there is a good consistency between the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps, the strengths of the learning complexities for concept classifier training, and the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers on automatic concept detection. As shown in Fig. 7, our experiments have obtained good evidences for this consistency (e.g., good consistency between the scales of the semantic gaps and the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers on automatic concept detection). It is worth noting that our algorithm for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps is a data-driven approach, thus it is very attractive to assess its dependence with various image sets, e.g., whether the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps for the same image concepts may vary with the image sets. As shown in Table IX, we have compared the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps for the same image concepts in two well-known image sets: NUS-WIDE [18]



Fig. 7. Consistency between the numerical values (scales) of semantic gaps for learning complexity estimation and the accuracy rates for automatic concept detection in ImageNet image set.



and ImageNet [11]. From these experimental results, one can observe that the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps for the same image concepts may vary with the image sets, but the trends of the semantic gaps are consistent, e.g., for any two image concepts with different semantic gaps, the one with larger semantic gap will always have larger values of the semantic gaps in two image sets and the other with smaller semantic gap will always have smaller values of these semantic gaps in two image sets. To evaluate the effectiveness of image representation and similarity function and their influences on the effectiveness and
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TABLE IX COMPARISON ON THE SCALES OF SEMANTIC GAPS FOR DIFFERENT IMAGE SETS



Fig. 8. Consistency on the trend of the semantic gaps under different similarity functions: our algorithm using kernel function versus cumulative codeword histograms.



robustness of our data-driven algorithm for quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps, three approaches are used for image representation and similarity characterization: 1) kernel function as defined in (1) which is based on the distances between the codewords; 2) Mahalanobis distance function where Mahalanobis distance is used to replace the distances in (1); and 3) kernel function between the cumulative codeword histograms. This study focuses on assessing the consistency of the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm for quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps when different approaches are used for image representation and similarity characterization. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, one can observe that our data-driven algorithm has good consistency for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps when different approaches are used for image representation and similarity characterization, e.g., for any two image concepts (one has smaller semantic gap and another has bigger semantic gap), the image concept with smaller semantic gap will always have smaller semantic gap under different distance functions for similarity characterization, on the other hand, the image concept with larger semantic gap will always have larger semantic gap under different distance functions for similarity characterization. C. Benefits From Semantic Gap Quantification The goal for supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps is to provide a theoretical approach for: 1) estimating the learning complexity for concept classifier training



Fig. 9. Consistency on the trend of the semantic gaps under different similarity functions: our algorithm using kernel function versus Mahalanobis distance.



directly in the visual feature space; and 2) selecting more effective inference models for concept classifier training. In order to evaluate the benefits of semantic gap quantification on concept classifier training, we have compared three approaches for concept classifier training: 1) our structural learning algorithm which leverages the inter-concept visual correlations directly in the visual feature space for automatic inference model selection, e.g., leveraging both the scales (numerical values) of the semantic gaps and the visual concept network for automatic inference model selection; 2) traditional structural SVM algorithm which performs structural output regression by leveraging the inter-label (inter-concept) semantic correlations in the label space; 3) traditional multi-task boosting algorithm which leverages the inter-concept visual correlations via simple concept combinations. For the NUS-WIDE image set, the comparison results on the detection accuracy rates for some image concepts are given in Fig. 10. For the ImageNet image set, the comparison results on the detection accuracy rates are given in Fig. 11. In our structural learning algorithm, both the scales (numerical values) of
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison on the accuracy rates for automatic concept detection for NUS-WIDE image set: our structural learning algorithm, traditional structural SVM algorithm, traditional multi-task boosting algorithm.



Fig. 11. Performance comparison on the accuracy rates for automatic concept detection for ImageNet image set: our structural learning algorithm, traditional structural SVM algorithm, traditional multi-task boosting algorithm.



the semantic gaps and the visual concept network are leveraged to: 1) determine the inter-related learning tasks (i.e., the learning tasks for the visually-related image concepts) directly in the visual feature space; 2) select more effective inference models for concept classifier training. On the other hand, the traditional structural SVM algorithm [17] leverages the inter-concept semantic correlations in the label space via structured output regression and the traditional multi-task boosting algorithm uses simple concept combinations to exploit the inter-concept visual correlations. The visual feature space is the common space for concept classifier training and automatic concept detection, thus characterizing the inter-concept correlations (inter-task relatedness) directly in the visual feature space and leveraging such interconcept visual correlations for concept classifier training can significantly improve the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers on automatic concept detection. Using simple concept combinations for modeling the inter-task relatedness may seriously suffer from the problem of huge computational complexity: there are combinations for image concepts. In addition, not all the image concepts are visually-related and simply combining the visually-irrelevant image concepts for joint concept classifier training may decrease their performance rather than improvement [10]. On the other hand, the benefits from performing structural output regression in the label space could be limited because both concept classifier training and automatic concept detection are performed in the visual feature space rather than in the label space. As shown in Figs. 10 and 11,



one can observe that our structural learning algorithm can obtain higher detection accuracy rates for automatic concept detection as compared with traditional multi-task boosting algorithm and structural SVM algorithm. In our structural learning algorithm, the visual concept network is used to determine the inter-related learning tasks automatically (i.e., determine the visually-related image concepts directly in the visual feature space) and the scales of the semantic gaps are used to estimate the learning complexity and select more effective inference models for concept classifier training. To assess whether supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps contributes on concept classifier training or not, we have implemented a new structural SVM algorithm, where structural output regression is performed over the visual concept network (inter-concept visual contexts in the visual feature space) rather than over the inter-label semantic contexts in the label space. As shown in Fig. 12, our structural learning algorithm can obtain the concept classifiers with higher accuracy rates on automatic concept detection as compared with this new structural SVM algorithm. The goal for concept classifier training is to find a concept classifier with low generalization error on test images. Using more image instances for concept classifier training may usually improve the generalization ability of the concept classifiers and result in low generalization error rates on test images, but the sizes of the training image instances may significantly vary with the image concepts and largely depend on the scales (values) of their semantic gaps. To achieve the same accuracy rates for automatic concept detection, more training image instances should be used to train the concept classifiers for the image concepts with larger semantic gaps, but less training image instances can be used to train the concept classifiers with small semantic gaps. As shown in Fig. 13, our experimental results have demonstrated this phenomenon. From these experimental results, one can observe: 1) When the sizes of the training image instances are small, increasing the numbers of the training image instances may significantly improve the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers for automatic concept detection. When the sizes of the training image instances are large enough, adding more training
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison on the accuracy rates for automatic concept detection for ImageNet image set: our structural learning algorithm by using both the scales of the semantic gaps and the visual concept network for inference model selection versus traditional structural SVM algorithm by performing structural output regression over the visual concept network.
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Fig. 13. Our experimental results on the correlation among the accuracy rates for concept detection, the scales of semantic gaps , and the sizes of training image instances for concept classifier training.



image instances cannot obtain significant improvement on the accuracy rates of the concept classifiers for automatic concept detection. 2) When the image concepts have larger semantic gaps, more training image instances are needed to train their concept classifiers to achieve the same accuracy rates on automatic concept detection as compared with the image concepts with smaller semantic gaps. IX. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, both the inner-concept visual homogeneity scores and the inter-concept discrimination complexity scores are seamlessly integrated to achieve quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps directly in the visual feature space, which can allow us to estimate the learning complexity for each image concept and select more effective inference models for concept classifier training. Our experimental results on a large number of image concepts have obtained very promising results. Our future work will focus on cleansing large-scale Internet images for assessing the effectiveness and robustness of our data-driven algorithm on supporting quantitative characterization of the semantic gaps. ACKNOWLEDGMENT The authors would like to thank the reviewers for their insightful comments and suggestions to make this paper more readable. The authors also would like to thank the Associate
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